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SummarySummary. This article focuses on the social and psychological aspects of leadership in . This article focuses on the social and psychological aspects of leadership in 
management. The relevance of the topic is determined by the fact that in the present-day busi-management. The relevance of the topic is determined by the fact that in the present-day busi-
ness environment companies more and more often face problems such as increasing complex-ness environment companies more and more often face problems such as increasing complex-
ity, uncertainty and pressure from competitors. Under conditions of dynamic and unpredict-ity, uncertainty and pressure from competitors. Under conditions of dynamic and unpredict-
able changes in the external environment, the ability to develop leaders and leadership skills able changes in the external environment, the ability to develop leaders and leadership skills 
on all levels of organizational heirarchy is a key factor of success. Modern organizations need on all levels of organizational heirarchy is a key factor of success. Modern organizations need 
individuals who can balance effectively their managerial functions and leadership skills, i. e. individuals who can balance effectively their managerial functions and leadership skills, i. e. 
they can integrate to the maximum authority and infl uence as the main instruments for chang-they can integrate to the maximum authority and infl uence as the main instruments for chang-
ing the attitudes and behaviors of subordinates/followers. All this will contribute to the volun-ing the attitudes and behaviors of subordinates/followers. All this will contribute to the volun-
tary acceptance of set goals, standards and propositions and encourage employees to become tary acceptance of set goals, standards and propositions and encourage employees to become 
engaged in a deep, inner process of becoming permanently committed to the organization’s engaged in a deep, inner process of becoming permanently committed to the organization’s 
values, objectives and requirements. The article provides a detailed outline of the nature and values, objectives and requirements. The article provides a detailed outline of the nature and 
specifi c characteristics of leadership. Special attention is paid to the question that has been in specifi c characteristics of leadership. Special attention is paid to the question that has been in 
the centre of scientifi c interests of social psychologists and researchers of the theory and prac-the centre of scientifi c interests of social psychologists and researchers of the theory and prac-
tice of management for many years, namely how managers can become effective leaders. With tice of management for many years, namely how managers can become effective leaders. With 
reference to the answer to this question, the author defi nes the prerequisites for successful reference to the answer to this question, the author defi nes the prerequisites for successful 
leadership by analyzing the different approaches to studying different leadership theories. As leadership by analyzing the different approaches to studying different leadership theories. As 
a result of the comparative analysis of the existing concepts ideas of leadership, expressed by a result of the comparative analysis of the existing concepts ideas of leadership, expressed by 
the researchers, presented in the specialized literature, the author of the present article puts the researchers, presented in the specialized literature, the author of the present article puts 
forward the opinion that these ideas can be classifi ed into three main groups. However, ac-forward the opinion that these ideas can be classifi ed into three main groups. However, ac-
cording to the conclusions made on the basis of the theoretical review, exerting infl uence on cording to the conclusions made on the basis of the theoretical review, exerting infl uence on 
the behavior of followers is considered to be the primary, key characteristic of the defi nitions the behavior of followers is considered to be the primary, key characteristic of the defi nitions 
of leadership provided in each of the three groups. of leadership provided in each of the three groups. 
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IntroductionIntroduction

People have been interested in lead-People have been interested in lead-
ership for a long time since the begin-ership for a long time since the begin-
ning of modern civilization. Since ancient ning of modern civilization. Since ancient 
times, it has been known that individuals times, it has been known that individuals 
are not the same. For this reason, even in are not the same. For this reason, even in 
the earliest forms of human organizations the earliest forms of human organizations 
certain individuals always stepped for-certain individuals always stepped for-
ward. They have stood at the forefront and ward. They have stood at the forefront and 
led their clans, guilds, cities or countries. led their clans, guilds, cities or countries. 
These people are the leaders. The interest These people are the leaders. The interest 
in leadership can be dated back to the fi rst in leadership can be dated back to the fi rst 
human communities. Over the different human communities. Over the different 
cultural and historical periods in the de-cultural and historical periods in the de-
velopment of society the attitudes towards velopment of society the attitudes towards 
leadership have changes. The approaches leadership have changes. The approaches 
and methods for studying this phenom-and methods for studying this phenom-
enon have also undergone changes and enon have also undergone changes and 
have improved with time. have improved with time. 

The interdisciplinary character of lead-The interdisciplinary character of lead-
ership means that it can be analyzed from ership means that it can be analyzed from 
different points of view: different points of view: 

1) from the perspective of the subjec-1) from the perspective of the subjec-
tive prerequisites – personality param-tive prerequisites – personality param-

eters, necessary traits, basic dimensions eters, necessary traits, basic dimensions 
and combinations of skills for exercising and combinations of skills for exercising 
effective infl uence on others;effective infl uence on others;

2) from the perspective of the objective 2) from the perspective of the objective 
prerequisites – ways of performing differ-prerequisites – ways of performing differ-
ent activities, demonstrated behaviors and ent activities, demonstrated behaviors and 
styles with reference to subordinates, tasks styles with reference to subordinates, tasks 
and dependence on the internal and exter-and dependence on the internal and exter-
nal business environment;nal business environment;

3) from the perspective of the current 3) from the perspective of the current 
business environment and the require-business environment and the require-
ments it places with reference to certain ments it places with reference to certain 
theoretical and practical competences.theoretical and practical competences.

Nature and specifi c features Nature and specifi c features 
of leadership of leadership 

The interest in the nature and process The interest in the nature and process 
of leadership in the sphere of psychology of leadership in the sphere of psychology 
originated from social psychology and lat-originated from social psychology and lat-
er spread to areas such as organizational er spread to areas such as organizational 
psychology and the study of management psychology and the study of management 
and the development of human resources. and the development of human resources. 

Actually, the fi rst formal studies of Actually, the fi rst formal studies of 
leadership date back to the end of the 19leadership date back to the end of the 19thth  
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and the beginning of the 20and the beginning of the 20thth century and  century and 
are related to the theoretical research of are related to the theoretical research of 
German psychologist from this period. The German psychologist from this period. The 
conducted research and the theories based conducted research and the theories based 
on it produced various and often contra-on it produced various and often contra-
dicting concepts but every one of them dicting concepts but every one of them 
contributed to clarifying the nature of lead-contributed to clarifying the nature of lead-
ership and helped identify the factors that ership and helped identify the factors that 
turn individuals into confi dent and effective turn individuals into confi dent and effective 
leaders who could infl uence the behavior leaders who could infl uence the behavior 
of other people or groups. The main ques-of other people or groups. The main ques-

tion, which is still in the centre of interests tion, which is still in the centre of interests 
of social psychologists and researches of of social psychologists and researches of 
the theory and practice of management, is the theory and practice of management, is 
how managers can become effective lead-how managers can become effective lead-
ers. Looking for the answer to this main ers. Looking for the answer to this main 
question has created numerous theories of question has created numerous theories of 
leadership. The researchers’ conclusions, leadership. The researchers’ conclusions, 
resulting from the different approaches resulting from the different approaches 
they have applied when studying this prob-they have applied when studying this prob-
lem, state that the main theories could be lem, state that the main theories could be 
grouped into three main categories (fi gure).grouped into three main categories (fi gure).

Leadership theories Leadership theories 

The fi rst group refers to the personal-The fi rst group refers to the personal-
ity theories or the so called trait theories. ity theories or the so called trait theories. 
There, the efforts of scientists are directed There, the efforts of scientists are directed 
to determining the prerequisites of suc-to determining the prerequisites of suc-
cessful leadership by studying the per-cessful leadership by studying the per-
sonality traits and attributes of famous sonality traits and attributes of famous 
business and historical model fi gures. The business and historical model fi gures. The 
second group reveals the behavioral ap-second group reveals the behavioral ap-
proach to leadership and focuses not on proach to leadership and focuses not on 
the personality traits of leaders but on their the personality traits of leaders but on their 
actual behavior and relationships with sub-actual behavior and relationships with sub-
ordinates. These two theories have offered ordinates. These two theories have offered 
various models for classifying the different various models for classifying the different 
leadership styles of managers that are used leadership styles of managers that are used 
widely in the studies of this phenomenon. widely in the studies of this phenomenon. 
Modern leadership theories are related to Modern leadership theories are related to 
the situational approach in management. the situational approach in management. 
According to them, there is not only one, According to them, there is not only one, 
most effective leadership style. In addi-most effective leadership style. In addi-
tion to the personality traits and behav-tion to the personality traits and behav-
ior of leaders, the effective management ior of leaders, the effective management 
also depends on the needs and personality also depends on the needs and personality 
traits their subordinates, the type of task traits their subordinates, the type of task 
that have to be completed, the informa-that have to be completed, the informa-
tion available to managers and the infl u-tion available to managers and the infl u-
ence of the context in which the business ence of the context in which the business 
is performed. These are the so called situ-is performed. These are the so called situ-
ational factors which infl uence the choice ational factors which infl uence the choice 

of an appropriate management style [5, of an appropriate management style [5, 
с. 292, 293].с. 292, 293].

In order to analyze more thoroughly In order to analyze more thoroughly 
the studied topic, after outlining the char-the studied topic, after outlining the char-
acteristics of the three main groups of acteristics of the three main groups of 
leadership theories, it is necessary to de-leadership theories, it is necessary to de-
fi ne the notion of “leadership” itself.fi ne the notion of “leadership” itself.

The specialized literature provides The specialized literature provides 
many various defi nitions of leadership. many various defi nitions of leadership. 
However, certain trends can be distin-However, certain trends can be distin-
guished because they focus on similar guished because they focus on similar 
characteristics of leadership. The idea that characteristics of leadership. The idea that 
unites all these trends is that leadership unites all these trends is that leadership 
affects attitudes, behaviors, beliefs and affects attitudes, behaviors, beliefs and 
feelings of other people. This effect can be feelings of other people. This effect can be 
viewed in general as the ability of a partic-viewed in general as the ability of a partic-
ular person with his/her behavior and ac-ular person with his/her behavior and ac-
tions to change the behavior and actions of tions to change the behavior and actions of 
other people (subordinates or followers). other people (subordinates or followers). 
The particular authors put an emphasis The particular authors put an emphasis 
on different aspects of the phenomenon on different aspects of the phenomenon 
thus prioritizing certain characteristics of thus prioritizing certain characteristics of 
the leader’s personality. For example, ac-the leader’s personality. For example, ac-
cording to Victor Vroom and Arthur Jago’s cording to Victor Vroom and Arthur Jago’s 
defi nition of leadership, it is a process of defi nition of leadership, it is a process of 
motivating people to work together and motivating people to work together and 
cooperate with each other to achieve great cooperate with each other to achieve great 
things [12]. Chester Schriesheim, James things [12]. Chester Schriesheim, James 
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Tolliver and Orlando Behling defi ne lead-Tolliver and Orlando Behling defi ne lead-
ership as “…a social infl uence process in ership as “…a social infl uence process in 
which the leader seeks the voluntary par-which the leader seeks the voluntary par-
ticipation of subordinates in an effort to ticipation of subordinates in an effort to 
achieve the organizational objectives” [11, achieve the organizational objectives” [11, 
p. 35]. According to Anatolii Asenov, “lead-p. 35]. According to Anatolii Asenov, “lead-
ership is a process and a personal ability ership is a process and a personal ability 
at the same time. Viewing leadership as at the same time. Viewing leadership as 
a process suggests that it uses infl uence to a process suggests that it uses infl uence to 
streamline and coordinate the activities of streamline and coordinate the activities of 
members of organized groups so that they members of organized groups so that they 
work voluntarily to achieve the objectives work voluntarily to achieve the objectives 
of the group. As a personal ability, leader-of the group. As a personal ability, leader-
ship implies the set of personality traits ship implies the set of personality traits 
and attributes of a particular individual and attributes of a particular individual 
who is considered to use them successful-who is considered to use them successful-
ly to exert infl uence on others” [3, p. 193, ly to exert infl uence on others” [3, p. 193, 
194]. Philip Usunov states that while man-194]. Philip Usunov states that while man-
agement is oriented towards achieving agement is oriented towards achieving 
objectives, leadership is to make others objectives, leadership is to make others 
want to work in order to achieve these ob-want to work in order to achieve these ob-
jectives [6, p. 13]. Martin Chemers defi nes jectives [6, p. 13]. Martin Chemers defi nes 
leadership as a process of social infl uence leadership as a process of social infl uence 
by which an individual manages to obtain by which an individual manages to obtain 
the support and help of others in accom-the support and help of others in accom-
plishing a common task [8, p. 76, 77]. For plishing a common task [8, p. 76, 77]. For 
Stephen Robbins and Timothy Judge lead-Stephen Robbins and Timothy Judge lead-
ership is the ability to infl uence a group to-ership is the ability to infl uence a group to-
wards the achievement of a vision or a set wards the achievement of a vision or a set 
of goals [10, p. 186–188] while for Robert of goals [10, p. 186–188] while for Robert 
Baron and coauthors leadership is to infl u-Baron and coauthors leadership is to infl u-
ence team members by provoking them ence team members by provoking them 
to make mutual efforts and after that to to make mutual efforts and after that to 
manage the collective activities needed to manage the collective activities needed to 
forward the completion of tasks [7, p. 149, forward the completion of tasks [7, p. 149, 
150]. Another defi nition describes lead-150]. Another defi nition describes lead-
ership in a similar way, namely as a pro-ership in a similar way, namely as a pro-
cess involving the exertion of infl uence on cess involving the exertion of infl uence on 
other people within the context of a group other people within the context of a group 
so that they group member achieve set so that they group member achieve set 
goals [9, p. 13].goals [9, p. 13].

Having in mind the above – mentioned, Having in mind the above – mentioned, 
we can summarize that specialized litera-we can summarize that specialized litera-
ture is abundant in various defi nitions of ture is abundant in various defi nitions of 
leadership that describe it from three main leadership that describe it from three main 
viewpoints. Theviewpoints. The fi rst approach  fi rst approach views lead-views lead-
ership as a trait, the ership as a trait, the second approachsecond approach de- de-
scribes it as a process while the scribes it as a process while the third onethird one  
suggests it is both a process and a trait. Re-suggests it is both a process and a trait. Re-
search, done by the advocates of the fi rst search, done by the advocates of the fi rst 
approach, states that leadership is a set of approach, states that leadership is a set of 
attributes and a multitude of traits, pos-attributes and a multitude of traits, pos-
sessed by individuals, who successfully sessed by individuals, who successfully 
exert exert infl uence.infl uence. Studies of leadership as  Studies of leadership as 
a process suggest that it is a direct, volun-a process suggest that it is a direct, volun-
tary tary infl uence infl uence on the actions of a group on the actions of a group 

and their coordination for accomplishing and their coordination for accomplishing 
its objectives. The third approach coor-its objectives. The third approach coor-
dinates these characteristics and deter-dinates these characteristics and deter-
mines leadership as a direct mines leadership as a direct infl uenceinfl uence  
of individuals, who possess the respective of individuals, who possess the respective 
qualities, that elicits voluntary action for qualities, that elicits voluntary action for 
achieving certain goals. achieving certain goals. 

It should be noted that each of the three It should be noted that each of the three 
approaches to defi ning leadership assumes approaches to defi ning leadership assumes 
the exertion of the exertion of infl uenceinfl uence is one of its key  is one of its key 
characteristic. characteristic. 

From a psychological point of view, From a psychological point of view, 
the infl uence an individual has on oth-the infl uence an individual has on oth-
ers could be explained by three qualita-ers could be explained by three qualita-
tively different from each other process tively different from each other process 
[2, p. 26], namely:[2, p. 26], namely:

● ● Instrumental agreementInstrumental agreement which im- which im-
plies the completion of set task for obtain-plies the completion of set task for obtain-
ing certain benefi ts or avoiding punish-ing certain benefi ts or avoiding punish-
ment; it usually involves minimal efforts. ment; it usually involves minimal efforts. 

● ● Internalization Internalization where the followers where the followers 
support the leader and comply with their support the leader and comply with their 
requirements because these demands are requirements because these demands are 
internally desired and acceptable with ref-internally desired and acceptable with ref-
erence to the followers’ attitudes, beliefs or erence to the followers’ attitudes, beliefs or 
perceptions of self. себепредстави. perceptions of self. себепредстави. 

● ● Personality identifi cationPersonality identifi cation where fol- where fol-
lowers identify with the leader or adopt lowers identify with the leader or adopt 
their attitudes in order to be liked by them their attitudes in order to be liked by them 
or be like them. or be like them. 

Social and psychological aspects Social and psychological aspects 
of leadership of leadership 

Over the last years the focus of re-Over the last years the focus of re-
search has shifted from studying power search has shifted from studying power 
as a source of infl uence to investigating as a source of infl uence to investigating 
the various patterns of behavior used to the various patterns of behavior used to 
exert this infl uence. Finding new possibili-exert this infl uence. Finding new possibili-
ties and alternatives for improving and fa-ties and alternatives for improving and fa-
cilitating the management in its efforts to cilitating the management in its efforts to 
overcome more successfully the social and overcome more successfully the social and 
psychological barriers in organizations psychological barriers in organizations 
provokes the interest of the business in provokes the interest of the business in 
adopting such effective solutions that will adopting such effective solutions that will 
encourage and guide employees to express encourage and guide employees to express 
their personalities actively and creatively. their personalities actively and creatively. 

The specialized literature mentions dif-The specialized literature mentions dif-
ferent methods of infl uencing the behav-ferent methods of infl uencing the behav-
iors in organizations. In particular, these iors in organizations. In particular, these 
methods can be divided into two main methods can be divided into two main 
groups [4, p. 108, 109], i. e.:groups [4, p. 108, 109], i. e.:
  Methods of direct infl uenceMethods of direct infl uence, , 

which include: which include: 
– – giving ordersgiving orders – this method is used  – this method is used 

mainly when there is not much time to ap-mainly when there is not much time to ap-
ply the other ones. For it to be effective, ply the other ones. For it to be effective, 
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however, managers need to have considera-however, managers need to have considera-
bly more authority than their subordinates; bly more authority than their subordinates; 

– – persuasionpersuasion – it is used when au- – it is used when au-
thority is limited and the others have equal thority is limited and the others have equal 
or bigger authority in the particular situa-or bigger authority in the particular situa-
tion. In such cases it is necessary to give tion. In such cases it is necessary to give 
a good reason to the other team members a good reason to the other team members 
to follow the leader. Leaders should also to follow the leader. Leaders should also 
persuade team members that the tasks or persuade team members that the tasks or 
goals that are to be completed are of great goals that are to be completed are of great 
importance for the organization; importance for the organization; 

– – negotiationnegotiation – this method is used  – this method is used 
mainly when benefi ts for the potential fol-mainly when benefi ts for the potential fol-
lowers are limited. It is necessary to offer lowers are limited. It is necessary to offer 
these individuals something in return so these individuals something in return so 
that they become actual followers; that they become actual followers; 

– – participationparticipation – this methods pro- – this methods pro-
vides opportunities for serious motivation vides opportunities for serious motivation 
and , therefore, it is of key importance that and , therefore, it is of key importance that 
managers use it in every possible situa-managers use it in every possible situa-
tion. The idea here is to make followers ac-tion. The idea here is to make followers ac-
cept the set goals and task and make them cept the set goals and task and make them 
their own. The important consequences of their own. The important consequences of 
direct infl uence through participation are direct infl uence through participation are 
that team members share ideas, help each that team members share ideas, help each 
other and work in cooperation.other and work in cooperation.
  Methods of indirect infl uenceMethods of indirect infl uence  

have a rather negative effect on followers. have a rather negative effect on followers. 
Examples of such methods include ma-Examples of such methods include ma-
nipulation, misleading and opposing team nipulation, misleading and opposing team 
members. These methods can provoke neg-members. These methods can provoke neg-
ative feelings and can result in lack of trust ative feelings and can result in lack of trust 
and insecurity in followers in the future.and insecurity in followers in the future.

It is necessary to point out manag-It is necessary to point out manag-
ers should not mistake authority with ers should not mistake authority with 
coercion. Authority should imply reason-coercion. Authority should imply reason-
able, correct behavior based on persua-able, correct behavior based on persua-
sion – this is the modern understanding sion – this is the modern understanding 
of authority. The way authority is applied of authority. The way authority is applied 
and the responsibilities taken determine and the responsibilities taken determine 
the role and form managers assign to au-the role and form managers assign to au-
thority [1, с. 400, 401].thority [1, с. 400, 401].

The different methods of influencing The different methods of influencing 
help managers to use the authority del-help managers to use the authority del-
egated to them. These techniques also egated to them. These techniques also 
aid managers to lead their organizations aid managers to lead their organizations 
in order to achieve the set goals but at in order to achieve the set goals but at 
the same time they encourage them to do the same time they encourage them to do 
it without imposing their personal inter-it without imposing their personal inter-
ests. And if leaders perform well in this ests. And if leaders perform well in this 
role, this is due to their ability to influ-role, this is due to their ability to influ-
ence successfully the three levels of their ence successfully the three levels of their 
followers’ personality. These three levels followers’ personality. These three levels 
refer to the intellect, emotions and be-refer to the intellect, emotions and be-
havior and imply the managers’ abilities havior and imply the managers’ abilities 
to explain and persuade; to get followers to explain and persuade; to get followers 

involved and encourage them to partici-involved and encourage them to partici-
pate and to be a good example they can pate and to be a good example they can 
follow in accomplishing successfully follow in accomplishing successfully 
their tasks. The strength of managers lies their tasks. The strength of managers lies 
in their ability to inspire, motivate, and in their ability to inspire, motivate, and 
stimulate the enthusiasm of their follow-stimulate the enthusiasm of their follow-
ers by avoiding any insecurity, doubt or ers by avoiding any insecurity, doubt or 
fear of problems. fear of problems. 

Prerequisites Prerequisites 
for successful leadership for successful leadership 

The concept of infl uencing on social and The concept of infl uencing on social and 
psychological levels in the leadership pro-psychological levels in the leadership pro-
cess shows that different individuals possess cess shows that different individuals possess 
different possibilities to affect the group’s different possibilities to affect the group’s 
activity and the individual behaviours of activity and the individual behaviours of 
group (organization) members respective-group (organization) members respective-
ly. That is, every person infl uences the oth-ly. That is, every person infl uences the oth-
ers in different situationsbut leaders exert ers in different situationsbut leaders exert 
unproportionally huge infl uence. This is unproportionally huge infl uence. This is 
a special case of interpersonal behavioural a special case of interpersonal behavioural 
infl uence which is characterised as: infl uence which is characterised as: 
 an activity or behaviour which lead  an activity or behaviour which lead 

to changes in the understanding or behav-to changes in the understanding or behav-
iour of subordinates; iour of subordinates; 
 a process of guiding and inspiring  a process of guiding and inspiring 

the organization’s members to perform ac-the organization’s members to perform ac-
tivities that will lead to accomplishment of tivities that will lead to accomplishment of 
particular set objectives;particular set objectives;
 creating a system of relationships in  creating a system of relationships in 

the team which is based on mutual needs the team which is based on mutual needs 
and desires;and desires;
 the ability to infl uence through  the ability to infl uence through 

taking initiative and responsibility for taking initiative and responsibility for 
the actions of the group by one person, the actions of the group by one person, 
i. e. the leader, as well as the readiness of i. e. the leader, as well as the readiness of 
the others, i. e. the leader’s followers, to the others, i. e. the leader’s followers, to 
participate in these initiatives and make participate in these initiatives and make 
efforts for their realization; efforts for their realization; 
 an impact on the behaviour of others  an impact on the behaviour of others 

and the use of the personal skills and capa-and the use of the personal skills and capa-
bilities of individuals;bilities of individuals;
 a possibility for creating effi cient  a possibility for creating effi cient 

work teams or groups by provoking the col-work teams or groups by provoking the col-
lective effort and managing the team/lective effort and managing the team/
group activities to forward the successful group activities to forward the successful 
completion of task.completion of task.

The outlined characteristics show that The outlined characteristics show that 
to infl uence individuals through leader-to infl uence individuals through leader-
ship skills referes to the ability of manag-ship skills referes to the ability of manag-
ers to affect their subordinates (followers) ers to affect their subordinates (followers) 
on a cognitive, emotional or volitional lev-on a cognitive, emotional or volitional lev-
el so that they commit themselves to fol-el so that they commit themselves to fol-
lowing them. lowing them. 

Due to increased complexity and un-Due to increased complexity and un-
predictable changes in external environ-predictable changes in external environ-
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ment, modern organizations have an in-ment, modern organizations have an in-
creasing need for people who can balance creasing need for people who can balance 
effectively their managerial functions and effectively their managerial functions and 
leadership skills, which is to be able to in-leadership skills, which is to be able to in-
tegrate to the maximum their authority and tegrate to the maximum their authority and 
infl uence as basic mechanism for changing infl uence as basic mechanism for changing 
the attitudes and behaviors of their subor-the attitudes and behaviors of their subor-
dinates/followers. This will contribute con-dinates/followers. This will contribute con-
siderably to the voluntary acceptance of set siderably to the voluntary acceptance of set 
goals, propositions and standards of behav-goals, propositions and standards of behav-
ior on behalf of subordinates. This will also ior on behalf of subordinates. This will also 
facilitate the establishment of a support-facilitate the establishment of a support-
ing working environment and, therefore, ing working environment and, therefore, 
the effective managing of organizations.the effective managing of organizations.

Conclusion Conclusion 

In conclusion it can be summarized that In conclusion it can be summarized that 
multiple aspects of the discussed topic reveal multiple aspects of the discussed topic reveal 
the numerous interdisciplinary characteris-the numerous interdisciplinary characteris-
tics of the studied phenomenon which is an-tics of the studied phenomenon which is an-
alyzed by sciences such as psychology, sociol-alyzed by sciences such as psychology, sociol-
ogy, management, and managerial behavior ogy, management, and managerial behavior 
and many others. From the point of view and many others. From the point of view 
the objective and subjective prerequisites the objective and subjective prerequisites 
it becomes obvious that modern business it becomes obvious that modern business 
needs more leaders who possess the neces-needs more leaders who possess the neces-
sary competences and leadership skills to sary competences and leadership skills to 
encourage positive changes in the working encourage positive changes in the working 
environment (friendly climate, supportive environment (friendly climate, supportive 
teams, delegating authorities and horizontal teams, delegating authorities and horizontal 
cooperation) and establish corporate cul-cooperation) and establish corporate cul-
ture that will be benefi cial for the personal ture that will be benefi cial for the personal 
and professional development of employees and professional development of employees 
as well as for increasing the effectiveness of as well as for increasing the effectiveness of 
management processes in organizations. management processes in organizations. 
This is due to the fact that leadership is not This is due to the fact that leadership is not 
just a new management style. It is rather just a new management style. It is rather 
the ability to exercise infl uence in order the ability to exercise infl uence in order 
to change the behaviors in organizations to change the behaviors in organizations 
through inspiration, inclusion, commitment, through inspiration, inclusion, commitment, 
involvement, motivation of their employees. involvement, motivation of their employees. 
Leadership also stimulates individuals to Leadership also stimulates individuals to 
make collective efforts to increase both their make collective efforts to increase both their 
and their organization’s productivity. and their organization’s productivity. 
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